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Offline Server FlyffV19 Forbes: "With Hillary Clinton's Secret Server, Leaks Can
Kill You - rcy ====== kevinh Yeah, I know Forbes isn't for real, but it's a
nicely packaged lede for the main article that makes this point. The article

itself appears to be about the purported downsides of e-mail encryption, but
its verboseness makes it seem more like an excuse to fan exception-based

paranoia. For instance, the claim that an e-mail server downloaded by a
Russian intelligence agent could "kill you" refers to additional encryption of
that data. To render the story less of an illogical whackjob, what the article
should've written was "if you're using an e-mail server that is vulnerable to

sabotage of this sort, you can be in danger." It's probably just me, but I think
the truly paranoid folks don't have the most to fear from e-mail server

security. They probably ought to be more concerned about telephony and
physical access as much as e-mail. ------ rdtsc It's interesting that a Forbes

article touts itself as a good read in the HN community. Reading it reminded
me of the old 90's movie Network. In that movie, the FBI tries to force Howard
Beall to stop distributing the hatemail at the university they're working at or
he'll be labeled a terrorist. It's kind of chilling in a way. Well in US, the FBI is

the gendarme, c6a93da74d
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